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Abstract

This paper focuses on two main research topics we axe
investigating. First, we investigate how agents can
learn strategic behavior in a teacher-learner model.
The notion of the teacher here should be understood
as a "trainer". We present the general teacher-learner
model together with results from experiments per-
formed in the traffic hghts domain.

Second, we investigate how agents can learn to be-
come experts, and eventually organize themselves ap-
propriately for a range of tasks. The model is based
on evolutionary processes that lead to organizations
of experts. In our case, the organization emerges as a
step prior to the execution of a task, and as a general
process related to a range of problems in a domain.
To explore these ideas, we designed and implemented
a testbed based on the idea of the game of Life.

Introduction

The focus of my research is in understanding and in
experimenting with intelligent agents that learn how
to behave, and agents that learn to become experts.

In the first case, the agent learns directly from the
other agents it interacts with, in the environment in
which it acts. We first studied (Goldman & Rosen-
schein 1996b) how agents could learn from other agents
by receiving training examples, and then generaliz-
ing the knowledge they have acquired. Then, we de-

fined the teacher-learner model (Goldman & Rosen-
schein 1996a), in which each agent plays both roles,
the teacher and the learner. The agents learn to adapt
to each other dynamically while they actually inter-
act and perform their actions. We consider different
types of agents, such as cooperative, altruistic or self-
ish agents, and then investigate how this influences the
adaptation process. Agents that execute actions based
on the teacher-learner model shape their behavior ac-
cording to the other agents’ reactions to their current
behavior.
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We are also interested in agents that "live" in a mul-
tiagent system, and learn to become experts. The so-
cial expertise of the agents is shaped by their envi-
ronment. We have developed a model and an algo-
rithm for evolving a population of agents in a given
domain (Goldman & Rosenschein 1997; ). The imple-
mentation of this testbed is along the lines of the Game
of Life (Gardner 1983). We consider finite and struc-
tured domains (e.g., a collection of documents (i.e.,
html files, mail files,...), or a collection of pre-computed
plans for achieving goals in a domain. The aim of the
algorithm is to divide the basic units of expertise in
the given domain among a number of agents, in such
a way that this number is balanced.

We have also investigated a system of four au-
tonomous software agents, that together assist one of
them in learning about a concept in the context of
a collection of documents (i.e., the agent learns the
common knowledge existing in a group of experts in a
specific domain). We have implemented this system,
called Musag, on the Internet (Goldman, Langer, 
Rosenschein 1997). A discussion of this system is be-
yond the scope of this paper.

Learning and Multiagent Systems

Two different research directions can be distinguished
when combining learning and multiagent systems:
learning in a multiagen~ system (the agent gets
feedback from the world that might include other
agents (Mataric 1994b; Sen, Sekaran, & Hale 1994;
Asada, Uchibe, & Hosoda 1995)), and multiagen~
learning systems (the agents learn directly from each

other (Littman 1994; Mataric 1994a)).
We are interested in autonomous, adaptive, and her-

erogenous agents that learn to coordinate their courses
of actions, and learn to cooperate to avoid conflicts.
We propose a trainer-learner model where agents play
both roles and learn to coordinate their behaviors when
interacting !n the same environment. The trainer tries
to train the learner to behave for its (i.e., the trainer’s)
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own benefit, while the learner behaves as a provok-
ing agent. Each agent learns to adapt to the other
agent by evaluating the feedback values given by its
teacher, and by computing a function that represents
the agent’s level of satisfaction. This function depends
on the learner’s gain from the action it has performed,
and the degree of approval of the trainer according to
the learner’s behavior so far. Each term is weighted
based on the learner’s type. The learner keeps choos-
ing the same action as long as its satisfaction level does
not fall below a certain threshold. This threshold is the
limit under which the agent compromises.

An interesting domain in which we can investigate
multiagent coordination strategies is the traffic do-
main. Having agents controlling an intersection of
roads automatically and adaptively will lead to a bet-
ter flow of cars in the roads, given the constraints of
the road in real time. We start our experiments with a
single traffic intersection: A1 is responsible for the traf-
fic flow in the vertical direction, while A2 is in charge
of the horizontal road. At time t, each agent knows
its state zt (i.e., how many cars Ai has at time t),Ai
and what is the reaction of its teacher to the learner’s
behavior so far.

We first experimented with two agents, one holding
the green light and the other the red light. The agents
adapt to each other by learning when to pass the green
light to the other agent. When the learner gives up the
green light, it becomes the teacher and the other agent
the learner. We have tested three types of learning
agents: selfish, cooperative, and altruistic.

When both agents are cooperative, they manage to
maintain the smallest number of cars in both roads,
compared to the performance of random agents and
controlled agents. When one of the two agents is self-
ish, and the other is of another type, then our model
has been worse than all the other cases. The rela-
tion between all the other runs points out that when
both agents are cooperative they coordinate better
than when both agents are altruistic or one is coopera-
tive and the other is altruistic. When both agents be-
have selfishly, they coordinate better than cases where
only one agent is selfish. Regarding each road sepa-
rately, then only when both agents were cooperative
were both graphs more balanced, and similar to one
another. If one of the agents was selfish, then its road
was almost empty. If both agents were selfish, only one
road was close to empty and their graphs complement
each other. When one of the agents was cooperative,
and the other was altruistic, the road of the cooperative
agent held less cars. When both agents were altruistic,
we got in six cases that Al’S road was close to 0, and in
the other six cases A~’s road was more empty. When

one agent was selfish, and the other cooperative, then
the selfish road held less cars.

For an agent to learn about its type, we have first
set the type of agent A2 to be constant throughout
the simulation, and let A1 learn what should be its
type. When the winner type was chosen according to
the type that gave the agent the largest time with the
green light, the results showed that A1 should behave
selfishly no matter what A~’s type. When the winner’s
type was picked to be the one that lead the agent to
have the green light for the time closer to MAX.RUN

2
A1 should behave exactly with the same type as As.
When A1 learns its type dynamically during a run, and
A2 is set to behave altruistically or cooperatively, A1
learned to behave selfishly for intervals equal to ten to
fifty ticks of time. When A2 was selfish, A1 learned
to behave altruistically. When both agents learn each
one’s type, A1 ended up being selfish, and A2, altruistic
in nine cases, and in the other three cases, A1 was
cooperative, and As was also altruistic.

In the second scenario, both agents play the role of
the learner and the teacher at the same time. For these
experiments, another term was added to the satisfac-
tion level function, to punish the agents when they col-
lide or block the roads. When one agent is altruistic
and the other is selfish, we get perfect coordination.
In all the other cases, there are points of miscoordi-
nation. Both agents that cooperate coordinate better
than A1 behaving cooperative and As selfish. These
achieve better coordination than A1 cooperating and
As being altruistic. This was better than A1 choosing
to be selfish and As cooperating, or both agents be-
having selfishly. All the other cases consisted of more
points of miscoordination.

The Organization of Agents

We are interested in the process of evolving an organi-
zation of agents as a prior step to the achievement of a
goal. This emergent organization can serve as a source
of information, and as a multiagent system that can
itself solve problems. As a source of information, the
organization might be approached by a user or other
agent applications looking for information in a given
domain (e.g., as an information retrieval system, as 
library of reusable plans, as a collection of software
tools). Moreover, the organization itself can be given
a problem to solve in the domain the agents have in-
formation about. Each agent can suggest an initial
solution based on its knowledge.

We have designed and implemented a testbed to ex-
periment with evolving organizations of agents. The
rules of our testbed were designed along the lines of
the game of Life. The main addition to the game is the
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consideration of the environment in which the agents
grow, die, or live. In our current implementation we
choose the information domain, consisting of docu-
ments from a given source.The rules of death, birth,
and survival were defined based on the resources that
the agents hold. We deal with homogeneous agents
coming from a general class of agents. There are two
main concepts that need to be defined in the game
of Life: the neighborhood relation and the rules of the
game. We compute the nearness among the documents
in the set on which the simulation is run. The evolu-
tionary engine program simulates a system populated
with agents that gather resources. The main algorithm
evolves a dynamic population of agents that can repro-
duce, die, or just add documents to their collection af-
ter they compared the number of documents they are
holding and the current population density of agents
on documents that are neighbors of the documents in
their collection (more details about this algorithm can
be found in (Goldman & Rosenschein 1997)).

There were three known behaviors that could emerge
in different configurations with these rules: stable pop-
ulations, that did not change their structure once they
got to it, configurations that faded away, and periodic
or oscillating configurations. These examples stress
the unpredictability of the results in Life even though
the rules of the game are very simple, and seem pre-
dictable. We found similar results in our testbed, in-
cluding also the domain we choose.

Conclusions
Our research deals with agents that learn to coordi-
nate their actions by teaching each other what is their
reaction to the others’ actions, and by learning how to
behave based on their level of satisfaction. The em-
phasis in this work is in the direct learning between
the agents, opening the possibility of considering dif-
ferent types of agents that can have different influences
as teachers and as learners.

We also deal with agents that learn from the world
or domain of action. A population of agents evolves
dynamically for a given domain, and divides the basic
pieces of expertise in the domain among the agents.
Eventually, this organization of agents could serve as
a source of information, or as a preparatory step for a
division of labor.
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